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Chapter 7 
Hulme Among the Progressives 
Lee Garver 
The name T . E. Huhne conjures up a variety of violent, belligerent, and 
111isogynistic images. One thinks inunediately of his ostentatious cru1ying of a set 
of knuckledusters cruved by H enri Gaudier-Brzeska, his suggestion that 'personal 
violence ' would be the best way to deal with rival rut critic Anthony Ludovici, and 
his repeated achnonition to a talkative lady fi·iend, always en1phasized by a tap of 
his knuckle-duster on her aim, 'Forget you 're a personality!' (Hynes, 1962, p. x). 
Among Huhne 's eru·ly writings, no work is probably 1nore troubling in this respect 
thru1 his 1911 essay 'Notes on the Bologna Congress'. In this autobiographical 
piece, Huhne depicts himself as an almost ru·chetypal reactionruy, someone of 
authoritruiru1 inclinations who is dis1nissive of progress, de1nocratic consensus, and 
the entrance of wo1nen into the public sphere. The essay begins with Huhne 
111ocking congresses, especially refo1111ers and wealthy Atnerican wo111en who 
believe that by bringing together all the brightest philosophical 111inds in one 
location so111e previously undisclosed tt11th will finally be discovered. Denying that 
philosophy cru1 lead to a shru·ed, reasoned understru1ding of the world, Huhne 
asse1ts, 'Metaphysics for 111e is not a science but ru1 rut - the rut of co111pletely 
expressing ce1tain attitudes which one 111ay take up towru·ds the cos111os. What 
attitude you do take up is not decided for you by n1etaphysics itself, but by other 
things ' (CW, p. 106). The piece then 111oves to Bologna, the site of a 1911 
inte111ational philosophy congress, where Huhne describes his delight at 
discovering a 111ilitruy procession in honor of the Duke of Ab111zzi co111plete with 
shouting crowds, bru1ds, great red bru1ners, and 'officers in wonderful sweeping 
blue capes' (CW, p. 108). To111 between following this procession and attending 
the opening of the philosophical congress, Huhne ultitnately attends the congress, 
but not without a sense of pained regret. 'Inside', he tells us, 'I knew fi·o111 the 
progran1me that Professor En1iques would speak of Reality. But alas! Reality for 
111e is so old a lady that no info1111ation about her, however new, however 
surprising, could attain the p lru1e of interest legiti111ately described by the word 
gossip ' (CW, p. 198). F111thennore, attendees at the congress "vould invruiably 
speak of progress ru1d the 'hru111011y of the conceit of the coSinos', whereas the 
only progress Huhne claitns that he cru1 stru1d is 'the progress of princes and 
tt·oops, for they, though they move, make no pretence of 111oving "upwai·d"' (CW, 
p. 108). 'vVorst of all is the sight that greets Huhne when he first enters the lecture 
hall- 'aregulru· gru·den of extraordinruy hats ' ru1d 'great nu111bers of pretty won1en' 
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(CW, p. 109). It is here, where he dramatically concludes his piece, that Huhne 
fully realizes that by attending the congress he has abandoned the virile world of 
111ilitary parades and troop move111ents for a fe111inizecl reahn of intellectual 
discussion (CW, pp. 108-9). 
The picture of Huhne that emerges fi·on1 this essay is a familiar one, and it 
confi1111s 111any of the worst stereotypes about this i111po11ant early n1oclen1ist. His 
contempt for progressive opinion, his enthusias111 for princely and 1nilitruy 
processions, ru1cl his resentlnent of vvo1nen 's inti11sion into the domain of 
philosophy suggest that he was fi·o111 the outset of his writing cru·eer an 
unapologetic reactionruy. Even his self-identification as a pluralist - son1eone vvho, 
in contrast to most intellectuals of his ti111e, believed that there was no single h11th 
or good - leads hin1 not to be suspicious of those in power, but instead to praise 
soldiers ru1cl those who would send the111 off to war. 'I run a pluralist, ru1cl to see 
soldiers for a pluralist should be a syn1bolic philosophical clran1a There is no 
Unity, no T111th, but forces which have different aitns, and whose whole reality 
consists in those differences ' (CW, p. 108). 
Since T. S. Eliot 's 1924 review of Speculations, the postlnunously assembled 
collection of prose that established Huhne's reputation, 1noclen1ist scholru·s have 
clone little to complicate this reactionary self-po11rait. Even those critics who have 
been awru·e of his longtin1e affiliation with the English socialist magazine the New 
Age position Huhne unrunbiguously on the political Right, aligning hitn \vith a 
sn1all but influential strain of anti-Liberal conservatis111 in this weekly publication.' 
While I do not wish to downplay or excuse Huln1e 's less attractive qualities, I do 
wru1t to suggest that the picture of hitn that we have inherited is in n1any ways 
incomplete, especially as it concen1s his eru·ly Bergsonian phase. Although Huhne 
was fi·o111 the beginning enrunorecl of v iolence ru1cl skeptical of congresses, he was 
not always as hostile to socialisn1 ru1cl the Left as has been assun1ecl. Nor was he as 
unrunbiguously n1isogynist ru1cl n1ilitru·ist as his self-po11rait in 'Notes fi·om the 
Bologna Congress' tnight suggest. When his eru·liest published writings -
specifically his New Age essays of 1909 - ru·e examined in their original socio-
political context, a n1ore populist ru1cl labor-fi·ienclly pottrait of the mru1 etnerges, 
one that confounds conventional ideological categorization. Though it tnight seen1 
i1nprobable that Huhne could ever fmcl conunon cause with socialists and 
progressives, the New Age reveals that late Eclwru·clian English politics facilitated 
surprising rhetorical collusions and alliances. Huhne \¥as pruticulru·ly intrigued by 
the possibilities of aligning hin1self with ru1cl addressing a lru·ge, radicalized 
working-class readership. In his 1909 essays, he en1ployecl rhetoric si1nilru· to that 
of a now forgotten socialist agitator named Victor Grayson, \¥hose brief tenure as 
co-editor of the Ne111 Age had given the publication a huge boost in readership ru1cl 
a powe1ful influence runong rank-ru1cl-file laborers. In addition, Huhne showed a 
re1nrui<able readiness to e1nploy lru1guage ru1cl itnage1y associated with radical 
feminists and opponents of British 1nilitruy authority, who \¥ere understood by 
111ru1y in the 1nagazine to be natural allies of Grayson in his fight against Liberal 
pru·lirunentruy con11ption. 
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Huhne 's early essays, in pfilticular those written for the New Age between July 
filld Dece1nber 1909, make up a distinct body of work. A s a nu1nber of critics ha:ve 
noted, they fil'e heavily influenced by the French philosopher Henri Bergson and 
differ significfil1tly fi·on1 Huhne 's later classicist filld anti-hu1nfil1ist writings.2 
Instead of e1nphasizing the impo1tance of tradition filld objectivity, these essays 
ground authority in intuition and individual perception. They also offer fill 
iinpo1tant critique of lfil1guage that proved influential in the develop1nent of 
In1agist poetics filld ren1ain to this day an in1po1tfil1t point of reference in theoretical 
discussions of Anglo-Americfill 1node111ism. The inain tfil·gets of criticis1n in these 
essays fil'e ii1tellectualisn1, conceptual logic, filld prose. Drawing on Bergson, 
Huhne fil·gues that reality is 'alogical ' (CW, p. 90), a ' flux of imn1ediate 
experience' (CW, p. 86) that resists being trfil1slated into any kind of intellectual or 
conceptual order. 'I always figure ', con1ments Huhne, 'the 1nain Bergsonian 
position in this way: conceiving the const111cts of logic as geo1netrical wire inodels 
filld the flux of reality as a turbulent river such that it is itnpossible with any 
co111bination of these wire inodels, however elaborate, to 1nake a model of the 
111oving strefiln' (CW, p. 86). Much of this criticisn1 was directed at traditional 
Hegelian metaphysics, especially its tendency to assu111e that reality could be 
resolved into logical concepts. But the inost interesting critique focused on the 
lin1itations of ordinaiy lai1guage. Drawing a shfilp distinction between 'visual ' at1d 
' counter' lfil1guages, poetty at1d prose, Huhne ai·gued for the greater tt11thfuh1ess of 
poetty: 
In prose as in algebra concrete things are embodied in sigllS and counters, which are 
inoved about according to ntles, without being visualised at all in the process. TI1ere are 
in prose ce1tain type situations and ru1·angen1ents of words, which move as automatically 
into ceitain other ru1·ange1nents as do functions in algebra. One only changes the x's ru1d 
y's back into physical things at the end of the process. Poetiy, in one aspect at any rate, 
inay be considered as an effo1t to avoid this characteristic of prose. It is not a counter 
language, but a visual concrete one. It is a compromise for a language of intuition which 
would hru1d over sensations bodily. It always endeavours to ruTest you, ru1d to inake you 
continuously see a physical thing, to prevent you fron1 gliding through an absti·act 
process. (CW, p. 95) 
For Huhne, poetty was superior to prose because it was 1nore physical, more 
concretely based in individual experience. Although poetty was always only a 
' co1npro1nise for a language of intuition which would hfil1d over sensations bodily', 
its ' fi·esh epithets and fi·esh metaphors', especially when rooted in the faculty of 
sight, Cfilne closer in his opinion than prose to conveying the turbulent, pre-
lii1guistic texture of hu1nfil1 experience. Such language also provided, he believed, 
fill in1po1tai1t guai1111tee of hu1nfil1 fi·eedo1n. By recovering 'at1 alogical ele1nent [ii1 
reality] which cannot be reduced to law', it ren1inded readers that life was defmed 
111ore by chfil1ge and chance than order or ~yste111atization (CW, p. 90). 
All this is well established. But Huhne's ideological intentions in espousing 
such views at this specific 111oment ai·e less \:veil understood. Cun·ently, the most 
persuasive inte1pretation is provided by Michael Levenson. He identifies Huhne's 
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skeptical inten·ogations of traditional rnetaphysics and prose with an anti-
den1ocratic strain of individualisrn that achieved its 111ost radical fo1mulation in 
DoraMarsden's little 1nagazines the New Freewoman (1913) and the Egoist (1914-
19). Besides publishing the work of a ntunber of important early rnoden1ists, 
including Imagists Ezra Pound, H.D., and Richard Aldington, Marsden \"las a 
tireless champion of Max Stit11er, a nineteenth-century Ge11nat1 thinker who 
rejected all itttellectual systerns and asse1ted the primacy of the individual ego. 
Like him, she believed that individual subjectivity alone was real, attd she 
considered abstractions such as 'lnunanity', 'divinity', attd 'law' chirnerical, life-
denyit1g consti11cts that enslaved those who believed it1 them. Mai·sden also shai·ed 
Stit11er's disdain for progressive attd hu1nanitai·ian politics, ai·guing that selfishness 
was the only prit1ciple which was life-affir1ning. Although Levenson never claitns 
that Hulme's eai·Iy writings \Vere specifically Stitneriat1, he astutely notes that both 
Huhne attd Mai·sden privileged individual perception attd liberty, disdained 
abstraction, and played key roles in the fo1mulation and pro1notion of In1agis1n. In 
his view, Mai·sden sitnply gave extreme expression to a propensity already present 
in Huhne - a desire to retreat fi·o1n those forces of niodernity that threatened to 
undermine writers ' traditionally privileged place in the social hierai·chy. 'In the 
face of working-class 1nilitai1cy, religious attd philosophical scepticism, scientific 
technology attd the populai· press', Levenson co1nn1ents, 'there was a tendency -
especially atnong ait ists attd it1tellectuals - to withdraw into individual 
subjectivity . . .. [\¥)here liberal ideology had 1nade the it1dividual the basis on 
which to constt11ct religion, politics, ethics, attd aesthetics, egois1n abjured the 
const111ctive irnpulse attd was content to remait1 where it began: it1 the skeptical 
self' (1984, p. 68). 
Levenson 's interpretation is in 111ai1y ways quite valuable. By identifying 
several stt·iking affmities between Huhne at1d Mai·sden, he is able to tt·ace a 
developmental teleology in eai·Iy 1node1nis111 that superseded ai1y single individual. 
In addition, by extending his analysis to include Ezra Pound and other In1agists, he 
is fiuther able to grai1t an ideological coherence to Imagis111 that niight not 
otherwise be perceptible. Unfo1tunately, taken in isolation, Levenson's at1alysis 
presents a rather distorted picture of Hu hue, e~pecially it1sofai· as it suggests that he 
fi·om the outset disdained progressive politics at1d felt threatened by working-class 
rnilitai1cy and the populai· press. While it might seetn logical to assume as much, 
given Huhne's later ideological interests, it is i1npo1tant to ren1en1ber that Huhne 
never published it1 the New Freewoman or the Egoist. Nor did he ever show even a 
passit1g interest in Sti1ner or egois111. By the ti1ne Mai·sden even begat1 publishing 
the New Freevvoman in 1913, Hulme had generally abandoned interest in Bergson 
at1d poetiy and shifted his attention elsewhere. Huhne 's eai·Iy essays took shape in 
a very different cultural environrnent. Besides predatit1g the Mai·sden-Ied Stit11er 
revival by almost three yeai·s, these writit1gs appeai·ed it1 the New Age, a socialist 
weekly with a much Iai·ger cit·c1ilation at1d more progressive editorial outlook. 
\ll/hereas Mai·sden 's little 111agazines so1netitnes had subscription bases of as little 
as 300 it1dividuals, the New Age maintained a cit·culation of at least 3,000-4,000 
fi·om its it1ception it1 1907 to the outbreak of wai· in 1914.3 Fu1the11nore, when 
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Huhne first appeared in the 111agazine in 1909, the New Age was unapologetically 
progressive, placing its faith in the constructive possibilities of revolutionruy 
socialis111. Although it gave space to alte1native viewpoints and was often 
scathingly critical of nu111erous aspects of the labor 111ove111ent, including runong its 
contributors a. nu111ber of vocal critics of the Labour Pruty and the Fabiru1 Society, 
the New Age's editorial voice remained conunittedly socialist. 
Of greatest significance to Huhne in these respects was a series of drrunatic 
developments that took place in the 111agazine between October 1908 and April 
1909. Fron1 its inception, the New Age cotuted notoriety ru1d publicity. During its 
first yeru· of publication, the magazine's editor, A. R. Orage, had tirelessly fostered 
ru1d even at times stage-n1ru1aged a lively public debate between Edwru·diru1 literruy 
titruis George Be111ru·d Shaw, H. G. Wells, G. K . Cheste1ton, ru1d Hilaire Belloc, 
thereby winning the publication scores of new readers ruid a reputation for 
excite111ent. But struting with the 10 October 1908 edition of the New Age, when 
Orage ru1nounced that recently elected Minister of Pru·Iirui1ent Victor Grayson 
would sho1tly become co-editor, the 111agazine ventured into fru· bolder pro111otional 
ten·ito1y. Grayson is now little ren1en1bered, but for a. brief period in 1908, this 
uncon1pro111ising socialist was a national cause celebre. He f irst n1acle a nrune for 
himself by winning a by-election in the face of not just T 01y opposition, but also 
that of the Labour Pruty, quickly beco111ing a rallying point for those disaffected 
socialists who believed that the Labour Pruty leadership was insufficiently radical 
ru1d too inuch under the influence of the gove1ning Liberal Pruty. But his real clain1 
to frune rested with his subsequent violent di~111ption of Parlirunent, an act cleru·ly 
planned in advance ru1d tin1ed to give his ru1·ival at the New Age 111axinn1111 public 
exposure. In the srune issue of the New Age in which it was ru1nounced that 
Grayson would beco111e co-editor, there apperu·ed an ruticle by regulru· contributor 
Edwin Pugh titled 'Wru1ted: A Mrutyr or Two'. Pugh decried the unwillingness of 
the Labour Pruty or Parlirunent to address the problem of une111ployn1ent ruicl 
claiiued that 'it would be better for the genuine une111ployed person if he were 
responsible for a few disturbru1ces now and then' , even going so fru· as to assett 
that ru1y such person should 'be prepru·ed to n1eet violence with violence '. He then 
concluded his ruticle by quoting the following state111ent by Grayson : 'I say with 
all the cahn of which I run capable, if a hungiy 1nultitude wru1ts food ru1d the 
trained forces prevent the111 fi·o111 getting it, I wish the une1nployed eve1y success if 
they come ii1to collision with the authorities' (Pugh, 1908, p. 470). 
Grayson lost no time in making good on these incendiruy state111ents. In the 
ve1y next issue, the last before the reopening of Pru·Iirunent, he contributed ru1 
ru1giy piece titled 'The Con1ing Session', where he attacked the proposed 
legislative progi·run of the special autun1n session of Pru·Iirunent in which he would 
n1ake his debut. 'For 111ru1y days', he co111111ented, 'a.111ii1i111u111 of 111en1bers "viii sit, 
bored to death through the weruy hours, laboriously beating out obscure details of 
[a. brewe1y] Licensing Bill .... Meruiwhile the countiy writhes ru1d gi·oru1s under 
its te1rible incubus of pove1ty ru1d unemployment .... Can anyone in1agine a body 
of n1en less capable of apprehending the awful significru1ce of these figures than 
the British House of Comn1ons?' (Grayson, 1908a, p. 483). Then, before the next 
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issue of the New Age at1·ived on newsstands, he staged his protest, forcibly 
disturbing this special session of Pat·liatnent. Inten11pting debate to protest the 
unen1ploy1nent proble111, Grayson spoke out of tun1, refused to be silenced or to sit 
down, and after being suspended by voice vote at1d shouted down by repeated cries 
of 'order', left screatning that the Co1nmons were 'a House of 111urderers'. 4 
Grayson 's ti1ning could not have been better. \Vhile he was 1naking his protest, 
lat·ge crowds of suffi·agettes at1d une1nployed workmen were confi·onting police 
outside Pat·liatnent, giving added authority to his criticis1ns.5 Nor could the results 
have been 111ore spectaculat· for the New Age. Coinciding with his assu1nption of 
editorial duties, Grayson' s suspension brought atl entirely new readership at1d 
influence to this lat·gely intellectual 1nagazine. In the first issue under his co-
editorship, the New Age published more that1 60 telegratns, postcat·ds, at1d letters of 
support, 1nostly fi·o1n rank-at1d-file laborers pledging encourage1nent at1d backing.6 
Dozens of additional letters and union resolutions were published in the following 
issue, providing fu1t her evidence, in the words of the magazine, that 'Mr. Grayson 
alone atnong the Pat·lian1entaty representatives of Socialis111 at1d Labour has 
expressed the spirit at1imating the 1najority of the n1embers of the 1novement'.7 
Three weeks later, as Grayson continued to fat1 the flatnes of at1ger through fie1y 
broadsides in the magazine, the New Age's circulation had swelled by 111ore than 
6,000 to reach atl unprecedented 22,000 readers, thereby entering the ratlks of 
1nass-circulation weeklies. 8 
In addition to expanding the magazine's readership, Grayson made the New 
Age a key powerbroker in a stt11ggle for control of the Labour Patty. When literaty 
historiat1s discuss eat·ly twentieth-century Labour politics, they tend to depict the 
Labour Patty as a single, united organization under stable leadership. The ti11th of 
the 1natter, however, was that it \¥as fi·equently wracked by divisions, and rat·ely 
rnore rancorously that1 just after Grayson 's protest. Mat1y younger n1e1nbers of the 
Labour Patty were hon·ified that patty leaders countenat1ced Grayson's expulsion, 
at1d when Grayson refi1sed to appeat· on the satne stage as Labour leader Keir 
Hat·die, long atl untouchable icon of the patty, the New Age becatne the rallying 
ground fi·o1n which he and like-minded radicals called for ne\:v and more vigorous 
leadership. Besides Orage and Grayson, Labour historiat1 at1d activist G. R. S. 
Taylor was probably the 1nost outspoken at1d atticulate voice in this sti11ggle. In a 
series of cohunns, he encouraged readers to make Grayson 's fight their O\W and 
boldly predicted on the eve of the Labour Patty's Ninth Annual Conference in 
Po1tSinouth that this gathering would inaugurate a great battle for conti·ol of the 
patty. 'The business of the delegates ', he cornmented, 'will not be to pass rnore 
pious resolutions: but to see how they cat1 make their leaders in Pat·liatnent do 
son1ething for the resolutions which were passed last yeat· at1d the yeat· before. It 
will be a great fight between the ratlk-and-file at1d the leaders who have lost their 
nerve and skill in appealing for populat· support ' (Taylor, 1909a, p. 238). 
By the ti1ne Huhne begat1 writing for the New Age in July 1909, so111e of this 
euphoria had subsided. Grayson 's failure to appeat· at the Po1tsmouth conference 
unde11nined a good deal of his credibility, at1d on 25 Febr11aty 1909, five 1nonths 
after joining the New Age, he quietly depatted the 1nagazine. But ifHuhne's at1ival 
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postdated Grayson's tenure, it neve1theless took place at a tin1e when the New Age 
re1nained co1n1nitted to Grayson 's radical populist policies, and Huhne 's essays 
were clearly pait of a lai·ger effo1t by the magazine to continue to capitalize on his 
celebrity. 
Most critics who atte111pt to explain why Huhne published ahnost exclusively 
in the Ne111 Age during his lifetin1e tend to align his writings with various strains of 
anti-liberal conservatis1n in the inagazine.9 They note that the New Age hai·bored a 
ntunber of reactionaiy thinkers, most notably Nietzsche translators and defenders 
of 'aristocracy' J. M. Kennedy, Anthony Ludovici, and Oscai· Levy, and they 
suggest that Huhne naturally belongs in their con1pany. But what these critics fail 
to note about Huln1e 's eai·ly writings is their deliberately populist sy111pathies. 
Although Huhne was in 1909 hin1self something of a Nietzscheai1, arguing that the 
Gennan philosopher preceded Bergson in critiquing conceptualisn1, he did not 
shai·e Kennedy's, Ludovici 's, and Levy's elitist views or fmd inspiration in their 
writing. Indeed, he deeply disliked Ludovici ai1d would later dis1niss hi1n as a 
' charlatan' and 'light-weight supe11nai1' (CW, p. 260). Huhne instead allied himself 
rhetorically with working 111en and found inspiration in popular rebellion. 
Throughout his 1909 essays for the New Age, Huhne defined philosophical 
ti11th in populist te1ms, deliberately employing diction that echoed Grayson's own. 
In explaining why philosophers and rutists typically clung to smooth counter words 
of absti·action in the face of the alogical flux, the turbulent pre-linguistic ground of 
eve1ything he considered ti11e ru1d real, Huhne suggested they did so out of 
displaced class feru· ru1d anxiety: 
Reaction front its confusion 1nay take two form5: the practical, which requires a 
1nechanis1n to enable it to n1ove easily in fixed paths through the flux and change, and 
the aesthetic which shrinks from any contact with chaos. TI1e practical attitude, by the 
tutiversals of thought, ai1·anges the flux in son1e kind of order, as the police ntight 
an·ange a crowd for the passage of a procession. TI1e next step for the 1nan who adntires 
order is to pass fi·om the practical to the aesthetic, to assett that what puts order into the 
confused flux of sensation alone is real, the flux itself being 1nere appeai·ance. The ntind 
that loves fixity cai1 thus find rest. It can satisfy its aesthetic shrinking fro1n the great 
tu1washed flux by denying that it is real. (CW, p. 93) 
In this passage, Huhne first compru·es the individual who uses the universals of 
thought to ru1·ru1ge the flux into something less threatening to a police1nru1 who 
i1nposes order on a potentially u1111ily crowd. N ext, he co1npru·es this srune 
individual to ru1 aesthete who shrinks fi·o1n contact with the 'great unwashed' 
111asses, or, as Huln1e cleverly phrases it, the 'great unwashed flux ' (CW, p. 93). 
Although in neither instru1ce is Huhne 1naking a specifically political declru·ation, 
his prose bespeaks lru·ger syn1pathies. The references to police111en ru1d crowds 
would have im1nediately ren1inded readers of protests against pru·lirunentruy 
injustice by unen1ployed workn1en and suffi11gettes, who continued to have tense 
stru1doffs and confi·ontations with law enforce1nent officials. And the reference to 
the 'great unwashed flux' would have both served as a critique of those ti1nid souls 
who feru·ed the working classes and called to 111ind Grayson, who took ironic 
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pleasure in etnbracing the idea that he and his followers were, in his words, 'of a 
coarse and vulgar grain, with a fi1ndainental objection to aspirates at1d a congenial 
prejudice against soap' (Grayson, 1908b, p. 43). 
Huhne 's discussion of the i1nage, the central doctrine in his effo1t to give 
language greater in1n1ediacy at1d directness, was equally populist. In criticizing 
traditional philosophers, he accused then1 of 'never moving on the physical plat1e 
where philosophy aiises, but always in the abstract platle where it is finished atld 
polished', thereby mocking the idea that there was a 'mysterious high inethod of 
thinking by logic superior to the low con1mon one of i1nages' (CW, p. 96). This 
cleat· preference for a low com1non fo1m of language, as opposed to one inore 
f inished at1d polished, not only would have reflected Huhne 's pride in his i11stic 
background and North Staffordshire accent but also would have signified his 
identification with the British working inasses. Aside fi·om being considered by 
111ai1y in pov,rer 'low' and 'conunon' in biith atld inanners, British laborers' 
exertions were often unfavorably contrasted with the n1ore refined work of 
businessn1en, intellectuals, and professionals. By reversing this hierai·chy, Huhne 
lent indii·ect support to Grayson's followers. He also gave tacit blessing to the New 
Age's criticisms of Labour Patty officials, who Grayson bitterly ai·gued had 
betrayed their class roots by beco1ning 111ore interested in studyii1g 'Pai·lian1entaiy 
form and de111eai1our' at1d mastering the chatnber's 'exquisite etiquette' than in 
representing the eve1yday interests of their constituents (Grayson, 1908b, p. 43). 
In addition to being populis.t, Huhne's essays valorized Graysoniai1-style 
lawbreaking at1d revolt. One ofHuhne's recu1rent criticisn1s of intellectualisn1 was 
that it regai·ded freedo111 with repugnai1ce. Under its influence, he ai·gued, '[ c ]hai1ce 
is abolished, everything is reduced to law' (CW, p. 90), atld 'the whole world [is] 
inade triin at1d tidy' (CW, p. 100). In contras.t, one of the key grounds on which 
Huhne praised Bergson, Jules de Gaultier, at1d other philosophers of flux was that 
they were opponents of order at1d celebrai1ts of 'individual idiosyncras.y', 'bold 
speculation', and 'adventure ' (CW, p. 100). Such comn1ents not only offered a 
philosophical defense of Grayson's inte111perate protests but also echoed those of 
G. R. S. Taylor, who in criticizing the Labour Patty as atl organization where 
'ti111id n1en hide then1selves fi·om all such risky adventures as political revolt', 
n1ade it cleat· that he was 'speakii1g on behalf of a jou111al which [had] no 
superstitious belief in "order"' (Taylor, 1909b, p. 296). Indeed, Huhne 's essays 
affi1med in more strictly philosophical te1ms the ai·gun1ents of Grayson hiinself, 
who had eai·lier criticized 'law and order' on the grounds that such principles were 
responsible for 'hungry atld desperate men' beii1g 'bludgeoned by the police' 
(Grayson, 1908a, p. 43). 
Huhne 's rhetorical affmities with radical fen1ii1ists, who were regai·ded by 
111ai1y in the New Age as natural allies of Grayson, were 111ore mediated but no less 
striking. They suggest that his dislike of rniddle-class 'ernancipated won1en' (CW, 
p. 21), expressed as eai·Jy as 1906 in notebooks postlnunously collected under the 
title 'Cinders', did not necessai·ily extend to suffi11gettes and other ene111ies of 
social peace.10 That Grayson at1d his suppo1ters might fu1d com111on cause with the 
suffi·agettes \:vould have occasioned little surprise to 111ost Edwardiai1s. Grayson's 
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protest directly 1niI1·ored several earlier suffi·agette demonstrations, ill which 
de111011strators had heckled speakers iI1 Parlirunent, and would have illvited 
i1n111ediate co1npru·ison. What is n1ore, because his outburst illside the House of 
Comn1ons coincided \vith n1ilitru1t fem illist protests outside, his actions would have 
been easily conflated \vith theiI· own. Ce1tainly, the New Age did all it could to 
stress the affinities. Though not all contributors were in favor of giving wo111en the 
vote or looked kindly on the Women's Social ru1d Political Union, the orgru1ization 
behiI1d the protests, the 1nagaziI1e as a whole viewed the suffi·agettes positively and 
often suggested that orgru1ized labor had 111uch to leru11 fi·o1n the111. 'Would that we 
could in1bue Social ists \vith something 1nore of the energy shown by the 1nilitru1t 
suffi·agettes', commented Orage, who approved not only of the \V. S. P. U. 's 
111ethods but also theiI· deep-seated disti11st of Liberal Pruty promises to address 
their de1nru1ds iI1 due ti111e (Orage, 1908b, p. 195): 
Militant action of the won1en has ab1u1dantly justified tl1e refusal to take Mr. Lloyd 
George or any of tl1e lVIinisters at their word. ' TI1e Great Betrayal' wiites lV.lr. Keil· 
Hardie. But ilie wo1nen have not been betrayed; tl1ey understand far better than tl1e 
Laborn· 1nen1bers, who are, however ill closest proximity to the n1en1bers of the 
Gove1runent, tl1e character of the n1en who now rule ow· destinies. Tiiis is merely 
anotl1er instance of tl1e political perspicacity of women as compared wiili n1en. (Orage, 
1909b, pp. 353-4) 
For Orage and others like hiln, the suffi·agettes had blazed the path down which 
Grayson was tiyiI1g to lead the Labour Pruty, a path of diI·ect confi'ontation \vith a 
con11pt ru1d unti11stwo1thy govenunent that paid weak lip service to the needs of 
labor and \:vomen. 
Huhne 's rhetorical affiliation \vith radical feminists ruid suffi·agettes took three 
fonns. The first was rooted in his insistence that philosophy was a violent 
subjective pursuit, not a rational intellectual science. '[T]hroughout the ages', 
asse1ted Huhne, 'philosophy, like fightiI1g ru1d paintillg, has re111amed a purely 
personal activity. The only effect the advance of science has on the three activities 
is to elaborate ru1d ref111e the weapons that they use. The 111ru1 who uses a rifle uses 
it for the srune pu1pose as a 111rui who uses a bludgeon ' (CW, p. 101). \Vhile such 
vievvs 111ight apperu· to have little to do \vith feminism, especially insofru· as they 
conjure in1ages of weapon-toting n1en, they diI·ectly echoed comn1ents n1ade by his 
editor about the suffi·agettes. In Orage 's opiI1io11, one of the 111ost in1po1tru1t 
illfluences wo1nen had on moden1 tin1es \:Vas that they re111inded socialists and 
other political radicals that al l thought was at root subjective. This is pruticulru·ly 
evident ill a critical dialogue he published sho1tly before Huhne begru1 writiI1g for 
his 1nagaziI1e: 
TI1en yo1u· reasons for advocating Wo1nan's Suffi·age are p1u·ely personal? 
Ce1tainly; what otl1er reasons would you have? At botto111 the 111ost illipattial 
opitiions are partial, and ilie tnost illipersonal personal. 
How femi1iine ! 
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Yes, but how hue! TI1at is indeed the first contribution 1nade by won1en to n1ode111 
thought: her cliscove1y that personality tu1derlies even n1athe111atics. 
Nietzsche said that. 
I always thought Nietzsche was a won1an. Otherwise he would not have pretended to 
despise them so. 
But if yow· reasons are personal, they cany no weight. 
On the contraiy, only personal opinions have ai1y weight at all. Only for personal 
reasons will 1nen act, ai1d action, after all , is next to eve1ything. (Orage, 1909a, p. 300) 
By ernploying the same phrase that Orage uses here - 'purely personal ' - and n1ore 
iinportantly asserting, like his editor, that no thought or reason could be impartial, 
Huhne iinplicitly tied his philosophical views to those of Orage arid by extension 
the suffi·agettes. Furt hermore, by suggesting that philosophy was an 'activity' tied 
to violent ends, Huhne 1nade explicit what Orage had only hinted at when he 
clain1ed that 'action, after all , is next to eve1ything': he insisted on the necessary 
role of 1nilitancy and violence in conte1nporaiy polit ics. 
The second way in which Hulme affiliated hi1nself rhetorically with radical 
feminists was by speaking of his philosophical views in politically gendered terms. 
In the follov1ing passage, Huhne describes the en1ergence of Bergsonian 
philosophy out of the straightjacket of scientific rationalis1n in ter1ns that playfi1lly 
pai·allel the rise of 1nodern feminism: 'Philosophy, ternpted by science, fell and 
becaine respectable. It sold its fi·eedom for a quite i1naginary power of giving sure 
results .... But with this rnodern [Bergsoniar1] movernent, philosophy has at last 
shaken itself fi·ee fi·on1 the philosophical sciences arid established its right to an 
independent existence . . . . She has once more escaped the spirit that would rnake 
her a dull citizenness [sic]. Once n1ore, without the expedient of turning herself 
into n1y1tle, Daphne has escaped the god's embraces, which pron1ising love would 
but result in ungracefi1l fertility ' (CW, pp. 100-1). Provided we recognize that 
philosophy is cast in a fem ale role, son1ething that is not entirely obvious until the 
personal pronoun 'she ' is ernployed later in the passage, it beco1nes evident that 
Huhne is equating 1node1n philosophy with a wo1nan who has cast aside the heavy 
hai1d of convention and seized independence. At first, philosophy enjoyed 
fi·eedom, n1uch as a young unm airied womai1 might without the burden of a 
husband. However, philosophy then was ' te1npted by science ' arid 'fell ' -
succumbing to this discipline 's embraces ai1d prornises of love - and fmally she 
'became respectable ', settling into a tedious ai1d restrictive n1ai1·iage with this 
pater11alistic partner. Only with the airival of Bergson, de Gaultier, ai1d other 
n1ode111 philosophers, Huhne suggests, has philosophy - still understood to be a 
womai1 but now identified with Daphne, a Greek river god's daughter - escaped 
science's hold arid established her 'right to ai1 independent existence ' (CW, p. 101). 
Like the suffi·agettes, she refi1ses any longer to be a 'dull citizenness' who finds 
fulfilhnent in childbirth or 'ungr aceful fert ility', the scientific equivalent of 'giving 
sure results ', and spun1s the advai1ces arid blai1dishn1ents of those who \ll/ould 
re1nove her fi·on1 her natural ele1nent: the disorderly, river-like flux of reality. 
The fu1al way in \Wich Huhne affiliated hi1nself with radical fen1inists was 
through his praise of 'intuition', a "vord traditionally associated with wo1nen arid a 
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concept which he identified with fe1ninis111. This identification is 1nost obvious in 
'Bax', his July 1909 essay-review ofE. Belfo1t Bax's The Roots of Reality (1907), 
a now-forgotten work of philosophy that proposed, tnuch as Hulme did, that reality 
was at root alogical and resistant to conceptualization. E. Belfo1t Bax was an 
executive in the Matxist Social Democratic Federation and a fonner associate of 
Williatn Mon·is. He was also a regulru· contributor to the New Age at1d the 
111agazine 's resident at1ti-fen1inist, often single-hat1dedly upholding this unpopulru· 
position against a rat1ge of hostile critics. 11 In reviewing Bax 's work, Huhne knew 
that readers would be aware of his opposition to wo111en 's enfi·ru1chise1nent, at1d he 
had great fun in tracing the flaws of Bax's philosophy to its anti-feminis111, most 
notably its resistru1ce to intuition. 
In his review, Huhne praised Bax for exposing the flaws of intellectualiSJn and 
asse1ting the ultin1ate reality of the alogical. However, he could not help but feel 
that Bax ulti111ately lacked the courage of his philosophical convictions. In a dig 
that was surely intended to shatne this n1ilitru1t Matxist, he accused hi111 of 
beco111ing ' alat1ned at his own audacity ' at1d seeking to n1ake his philosophy 
'petfectly respectable by giving it as a compat1ion a curious 111ixture of all the 
Ge11nan idealists' (CW, p. 89). The sticking point, in Huhue 's view, was intuition, 
so111ething that becruue evident when Bax was co111pru·ed to Bergson. \¥hereas 
Bergson believed it was possible through intuition to overco1ne the limitations of 
the intellect at1d identify oneself with the flux, Bax nervously balked at such a 
possibility at1d retreated back into a 1nuddled mix of Kantian idealisn1 and n1ode111 
non1inalis111. For Huhne, this failure of will was principally a result of Bax 's feat· 
at1d dislike ofwon1en: 
By n1any toilso1ne ways Bax, like Moses, leads us to the Promised Land; then, having 
privately stuveyed it, infonns us that, after all , it isn' t really interesting, tells us to go 
back again, but always to bear in nund that there is such a place . .. What did he see in 
the pronused land of the alogical which prevented hin1 fro1n wandering there? We can 
only sunnise 111aliciously that somewhere in its pleasant valleys he saw a woman. Is not 
intuition too dangerous a process for an anti-fe1ninist to suggest as the ultin1ate 
philosoplucal process? (CW, pp. 91-2) 
Although Huhne would later distat1ce hin1self fi·o111 Bergsoniat1 thought for much 
the satne reason he suggests Bax did - the philosophy's overly close association 
with women - Huhne's essay cleru·ly de111onstrates that in 1909 he was not only 
quite happy to acknov.r!edge this association but also eager to exploit it for debating 
purposes.12 Perhaps more i111po1tat1tly, it establishes that Huhne equated the 
fi·eedon1s at1d dangers of the Bergsoniat1 flux not just with the great unwashed 
111asses, but also with those fe111inists who possessed the 'audacity' at1d conten1pt 
for the ' respectable' that Bax so cleru·ly lacked. 
The srune conce111s that led Huhne to e111ploy lat1guage and i111age1y associated 
with radical workers at1d fe111inists in his 1909 essays also encouraged hi111 to ally 
himself with opponents of British n1ilitruy authority in the New Age, ru1other group 
thought to be a natural ally of Grayson in his battle against Liberal pru·liatnentaty 
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111alfeasance. The c111cial atticle in this instat1ce is 'Haldane', Hulme's August 
1909 essay-revie\¥ ofRichat·d Burdon Haldat1e 's The Pathway to Reality (1903-4), 
a philosophical \¥ork that incon·ectly sought, in Huhne's words, to prove that 
'Reality is a ~ysten1; fu1ther, that it is an intellectual systetn, atid the flux only has 
reality in so fat· as it fits into this syste111 ' (CW, p. 93). The 111ost impottatit thing to 
note about this essay, son1ething that has gone unco111111ented upon since its 
republication in Further Speculations in 1955, is that Haldat1e was best known in 
1909 not as a philosopher but as \Vat· Secretaty for the goven1ing Liberal Patty. 
His political speeches and policies, especially those concen1ed with atlny refo1n1, 
were deeply unpopular in the New Age atid gan1ered vastly 111ore attention than his 
philosophy. In choosing to critique a five-year-old set of philosophical \.Vritings by 
this Liberal cabinet 111ember, Hulme was con1menting at least as 111uch about 
Haldat1e 's politics as his 111etaphysics. 
The niost in1po1tatit reasons for Haldat1e's unpopularity in the New Age were 
the perceived class biases of his refonns, his indifference to the plight of the 
working 111at1, atid his weakening of the British niilitaty. An1ong Haldane's 111ost 
significant innovations were his restn1cturing of Britain 's various volunteer atid 
non-regulat· forces into a single Te1ritorial At111y atid his effo1t to effect this 
reorgat1ization along business atid professional lines. However, while the idea of 
creating a tt11e citizen atmy appealed stt·ongly to n1atiy socialists, who had long 
regai·ded the militaiy as atl outdated refi1ge for class privilege, 111ost contt·ibutors to 
the New Age considered his refo1111s unde111ocratic. Orage claimed that Haldat1e 's 
reservation of conunissions to public-school trained 111en was ' a gross piece of 
" class" legislation ' ('Magazines of the Month', 1908, p. 137), at1d T. Miller 
Maguire, a fonner inember of the at111y, published a long series of atticles titled 
'Our At111y Orgatiisation: A Conte111ptible At1achronism' in vvhich he accused 
'Haldatieistn ' of being nothing less that1 ' the cult of Snobbe1y atid incapacity' 
(Maguire, 1908b, p. 219). 'The Wai· Office ', he exclaimed, 'is lai·gely at1 adjunct of 
fashionable Society, at1d is often influenced by ignorat1t at1d self-seeking snobs' 
(Maguire, 1908a, p. 208). Just as galling to contributors was Haldatie 's 
indifference to the economic havoc his refo1ms itnposed on working men. At1 
at1ony111ous reviewer of Haldatie 's Army Refonn and Other Addresses (1907) 
found it hon·ifying that he defined his 111ost impottatlt goal as 'keeping down the 
cost of the at111y ', at1d 111at1y tracked with disgust his steady dis111issal of laborers 
fi·om the Woolwich At'Senal. 13 Orage chai·ged the Liberal govenunent under his 
guidat1ce of 'tt·eating its workmen like the worst type of employer' (Orage, 1908b 
p. 193) atid suggested that the \¥ oolwich 111en had been 'ren1orselessly driven out 
onto the street to s\:vell the ratiks of the unemployed' for the sake of a 111ere 'paper 
econon1y ' (Orage, 1908a, p. 3). This last criticis111 in tun1 fueled doubts as to 
whether his refo1ms had even done ai1ything to strengthen the British tnilitaty. 
Maguire was of the opinion that Haldat1e was all fat1cy talk at1d bitterly rejected the 
idea, tirelessly pro111oted by the Wai· Secretaty in speeches, that he atid his office 
had itnposed renewed order atid orgat1ization on the niilitaty. What, Maguire asked 
his readers, did Haldatie actually 111eati by 'reorgat1isation' when he went on 
platfo1111s at1d 'puff{ ed] clouds of philosophical obscurat1tist twaddle all over the 
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land'? 'Absolutely nothing beyond calling things by different nrunes ', Maguire 
declru·ed (1908c, p. 267). 'He has been spending about £29,000,000 a yeru· on a 
111ere metaphysical rumy - " a thing of shreds ru1d patches" - which could not 
influence international policy in the least if serious war broke out in any patt of the 
world ton1on·ow' (Maguire, 1908a, p. 209). 
Haldru1e 's purpo1ted snobbe1y ru1d disregru·d for the co111111 on n1an 111ade hin1 atl 
obvious enen1y of Grayson ru1d his suppo1ters, and Huhne criticized his 
philosophical thought on 111ru1y of the srune grounds. It was Haldru1e who 
occasioned Hu hue to deny that there was 'a n1ysterious high 111ethod of thinking by 
logic superior to the lo\¥ co111111on one of linages' (CW, p. 96). It was also Haldru1e 
who ii1spii·ed Huhne to 111ock the n1ind that would 'satisfy its aesthetic shrinking 
fi·om the great unwashed flux by denying that it is real ' (CW, p. 93). But it was 
H aldru1e 's treatinent of the 111asses as so mru1y chits in a paper econo1ny ru1d 
Maguii·e's accusations of nrune-changmg sleight of hru1d that inspired Huhne 's 
n1ost pointed criticisn1s. An1ong Huhne 's disn1issive co1n1nents about the Wai· 
Secretruy was that he was a counter-word philosopher rather thru1 a visual one : 
He has the monotonous versatility of the soldier, who in 1nany l ands einploys the sa1ne 
weapon. It is the ve1y prose of philosophy. He moves his counters, and ce1tainly gets 
then1 into new and interesting positions. All the tinie, ho-..vever, we cannot believe in 
their validity, as we are conscious that he is treating as fixed entities things which are 
not so - which nu1 into one another in inextricable bhu-s, and are not separate and 
distinct. He treats the world as if it were a n1osaic, whereas in reality all the colours nm 
into one another. For the ptuposes of conuntuiication we n1ust label the places where 
one colotu· predo1ninates, by that colotu", but then it is an illegitimate manoeuvre to take 
these names and juggle with the111, as if they were distinct and separate realities. (CW, p. 
97) 
In criticizii1g Haldat1e for 111istaking words for real, fixed entities that 1night be 
n1ov ed about in ne\ll/ con1binations like colored counters on a boru·d, Huhne 
affumed Orage's clain1 that the Liberal cabmet n1ember failed to appreciate the 
difference between a 111oney economy and one 1nade up of living, breathing 
ii1dividuals. Fu1the1111ore, by en1phasizing that it was illegitiinate to take nrunes ru1d 
juggle vvith them as if they were distinct realities, he gave sanction to Maguii·e 's 
asse1tions that Haldane 's rumy reorgru1ization \¥as just so 111uch 'dialectical 
hoodwinking ' (1908a, p. 208). 
One final way in which Huhne allied hi111self rhetorically with opponents of 
British 111ilitruy authority in his 1909 New Age essays was by identifying the flux 
with 'uncivilized' victims of British i111perialism. Again the key essay is 'Haldru1e '. 
In addition to being responsible for the creation of a Tetl'itorial Atn1y, Haldru1e was 
atl outspoken Liberal I111perialist ru1d the guiding hat1d behind the rest111cturing of 
the Regulru· At111y mto ru1 expeditionruy force ready to be sent abroad at a 
111oment's notice. h1 several places in his essay, Huhne takes subtle jabs at 
H aldru1e's role in establishing British 111le and order ru·ound the globe. One of the 
n1ost iinpo1tru1t is when he i111agines Haldane 's effotts to rid philosophy of 'the 
unfo1tunate patticulru-, the alogical', or, as Huhne describes it, 'the untruneable 
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tiger' of reality. 'How is it to be murdered', Huhne has Haldane ask, 'that we niay 
at last get a civilised and logical syste1n into the cosinos?' (CW, p. 94). By 
identifying the alogical or flux with a fierce natural predator relentlessly hunted 
down by the British in Afi·ica and India, Huhue identified his philosophy \.vith 
those forces that stood to lose most as a consequence of Haldane 's pacification 
effo11s overseas. This is fu11her e1nphasized by another key passage later in his 
essay. Conceding that ' dialectic ' was sometinies necessary so that a philosopher 
111ight 'develop the pri111ary intuition, arid to put it into concepts for purposes of 
con1niunication ' , Huhne neve11heless insisted that 'n1etaphysics could exist 
without it, arid if I may be allowed to express a personal opinion, I think what \"le 
require now is a race of naked philosophers, fi·ee fi·o111 the inherited 
e1nbellisl11nents of logic ' (CW, p. 97). Taken together with his co1nment that ' as in 
social life, it is dangerous to get too far· a\wy fro1n barbar·is1n ', Huhne was clearly 
associating hi1nself as a philosopher with those half-clothed, uncivilized 'savages ' 
across the globe who had no interest in seeing the world forcibly shaped into a 
place of syste111 arid logical order (CW, pp. 97-8). 
As should now be evident, Huhue's ear·liest published essays were far inore 
popular·ly conceived and politically progressive thari critics have assu1ned. Far· 
fi·om being the obscure elitist compositions of a radical individualist, as were Dora 
Mar'Sden's essays for the Egoist, or the self-consciously reactionary inusings of a 
proto-fascist, as Hu hue 's 'Notes on the Bologna Congress' niight lead us to 
believe, these seminal 1nodeniist texts were products of popular· socialist 
jou1nalis1n. Despite their difficult subject 1natter, they e1nployed language and 
i1nage1y associated with Edwardiari working-class arid fe1ninist inilitancy, arid 
were clear·ly ttying to piggyback on the celebrity of Victor Grayson and the 
suffi·agettes. Not only does this require us to revise the conunonly accepted notion 
that Huhne was fi·o1n the beginning of his car·eer in·e1nediably reactionary, 
inisogynist, and ariti-de1nocratic, but it also obliges us to reexarnine his later work. 
Huhue's interest in Georges Sorel, for example, has often been explained in tenns 
of his enthusias1n for the right-wing Action Fran9aise, which had established a 
loose alliar1ce with this idiosyncratic defender of working-class violence. However, 
it niight reasonably be asked ifHuhne' s interest in Sorel \"las not at least as 1nuch a 
result of his ear·ly identification with Grayson. Similar·ly, Huhne 's venon1ous 
attacks on Ber1rand Russell in '\Var· Notes' have often been explained in terms of 
his reactionary militar·ist syn1pathies. Yet it might reasonably be asked if this 
dislike was instead populi~1 in inspiration. Indeed, I would ar·gue that Huhne 's 
ear·ly synipathy with the political and pro1notional ai1ns of the New Age colors all 
his later work arid speaks to the arnbiguous allegiar1ces of modernisni niore 
generally, whose aesthetic principles were able to encon1pass see1ningly 
contradictory positions - the political Left and Right, misogyny arid fen1inis1n, pro 
arid ariti-militar·ism - and ar·e not easily co1npar11nentalized in any of these carups. 
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1 See, in particular, Miriam Hansen, 1980, pp. 355-85. 
2 See Levenson, A Genealogy ofModernis1n, 1984. 
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3 See Mark Monisson, 2000, p. 91 and Wallace Martin, 1967, p. 10. 
4 For a full accotu1t of what transpu·ed, see the London Times repott of the demonstration 
rep1inted in the New Age the following week. 'Anno Domini I' , New Age 3 (16 October 
1908), p. 504. 
5 
' The co1nbrned de1nonstrations of Suffi·agettes and Unemployed outside the House of 
Conuuons on Tuesday was [sic] a much bigger affair than even its pro111oters expected. The 
crowd not only far exceeded all the previous records in ntunbers, but its te111per was quite 
different from that of the usual light-he:uted affair. It was 111arkedly :u1 ugly crowd, ready for 
anything, and it needed but a sp:uk to have set it alight. Had the sp:uk been fo1thconung, 
there would aln1ost cettainly have been a se1ious 1iot and 111ore bloodshed than has occtu1·ed 
in London u1 the memo1y of the present generation. ' See A. R. Orage, 'Notes of the Week', 
New Age 3 (24October1908), p. 503. 
6 See 'Mr. Grayson's Protest', New Age 4 (29 October 1908), pp. 4-5. 
7 See ' In Suppott of Grayson', New Age 4 (5 Novctnber 1908), p. 24. 
8 
'To 01u· Readers', Neiv Age 4 (26 Novembct· 1908), p. 81. 
9 See Miriam Hansen, 1980, pp. 355-85; Alan Robinson, 1985, pp. 90-118; Lo1lise Blakeney 
Willia111s, 2002, pp. 74-90; and Charles Fen·all, 2001, pp. 13-20. 
10 Most ' e1nancipated women' were, in Huhue' s view, bloodless and lltsipidly e111otional. 
' [E]111ancipated wo111en . .. remind 111e of dise1nbodied spirits, having no body to rest in .. .. 
TI1ey feel all the en1otions of jealousy and desire, but these leading to no action ren1ain as 
notlling but petty 1notives. Passion is action and witl1out action but a child' s anger' (CW, p. 
21). 
11 See, for exa111ple, E. Belfo1t Bax, 'l\ifr. Belfo1t Bax Replies to !us Femi1list C1itics', New 
Age 3 (8August1908), pp. 287-8. 
12 See !us 1911 essay 'Bergson Lecttuing', ill winch he reacts witl1 hon·or at discovering that 
tl1e audict1ce at a Bergson lecttU'e is 1nade up almost entirely of wo111en, ' 111ost of tl1en1 witl1 
tl1eir heads lifted up in tl1e kind of"Eager Hea1t" attitt1de, winch resen1bles notlling so much 
as the attitt1de of 1ny kitten when gct1tly waking up fro111 sleep' (CW, p. 154). 
13 
'Reviews' , New Age 1 (8 August 1907), p. 234. 
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